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profile, no significant detriment in QoL, and a need for treatment options that improve survival and that 
have more favourable toxicity profiles. However, at present, there was no evidence of a survival benefit 
with ribociclib and letrozole compared to letrozole alone. 

pERC deliberated upon patient advocacy group input and concluded that ribociclib aligns with patient 
values. pERC noted that, according to patients, advanced or metastatic breast cancer has a significant 
and debilitating impact (both physical and social) on patients’ QoL, including bone pain, insomnia, 
fatigue, muscle weakness, shortness of breath, nausea, and loss of appetite. pERC considered that 
patients value having access to effective treatment options that control the disease, reduce disease 
symptoms, provide additional treatment choices, and will allow them to live with better QoL than if they 
were to receive traditional chemotherapy regimens with more significant toxicity profiles. pERC 
acknowledged that patients who had direct experience with ribociclib indicated that the ribociclib 
combination had helped to stabilize and control their disease and that AEs were minimal and tolerable. 
pERC noted that in the MONALEESA-2 trial, despite the worse toxicity profile of ribociclib plus letrozole 
compared with letrozole monotherapy, QoL was maintained and showed no significant difference between 
treatment arms. Respondents also commented on the ease of taking the drug orally at home and noted 
that they appreciated the reduced travel requirements for treatment with ribociclib. As a result, the 
Committee concluded that ribociclib plus letrozole aligned with patient values. 

The Committee deliberated on input from one group of registered clinicians. pERC agreed with the 
clinicians providing input that there would be a high incidence and prevalent patient population, similar 
to the population considered by the pCODR review of palbociclib in combination with letrozole, for the 
treatment of post-menopausal women with estrogen receptor (ER)–positive, HER2-negative advanced 
breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy. Further, the registered clinicians noted that although 
ribociclib plus letrozole was more toxic than letrozole alone and was associated with asymptomatic 
neutropenia and elevated aspartate aminotransferase levels, ribociclib was considered to be well 
tolerated overall. Improving PFS was considered important, as it delays time until patients require 
subsequent treatment with chemotherapy.  

pERC deliberated upon the cost-effectiveness of ribociclib plus letrozole and concluded that it is not 
cost-effective when compared with letrozole monotherapy in post-menopausal women with HR-positive, 
HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer, as an initial endocrine-based therapy. pERC noted 
that the submitter’s base-case incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was lower than the pCODR 
Economic Guidance Panel’s (EGP’s) lower and upper bound ICERs. The Committee noted that the majority 
of the inputs and assumptions selected for the comparison with letrozole monotherapy were reasonable, 
and the EGP was able to modify inputs and address limitations appropriately. pERC noted that the EGP 
made the following changes to the model to address some of its limitations:  

 Removing the post-progression incremental survival benefit of ribociclib plus letrozole: The 
model assumed that survival gains in the pre-progression state translate into the post-progression 
state. However, due to the immaturity of the OS data and the CGP’s opinion that there is no 
biologic plausibility of benefit beyond progression, the projected OS gain is associated with 
significant uncertainty. To remove this uncertainty, the EGP limited the duration of treatment 
effect until the end of trial follow-up, thereby eliminating the post-progression incremental 
survival benefit of ribociclib plus letrozole.  

 Using lower utility values in the post-progression state: The CGP indicated that the utilities 
observed in the MONALEESA-2 trial were higher than expected in clinical practice. To explore 
lower utility values in the post-progression period, the EGP elected to use literature-based 
utilities in the upper bound of the reanalysis.  

Additionally, the Committee discussed the fact that the costs of monitoring and managing toxicities 
associated with the combination therapy are likely underestimated in the economic model and would be 
substantially higher. Overall, pERC agreed with the EGP’s reanalyses that addressed the limitations 
identified in the submitted economic model. Thus, pERC concluded that ribociclib plus letrozole was not 
cost-effective at the submitted price compared with letrozole monotherapy. 

pERC noted that, to assess the comparative effectiveness of ribociclib plus letrozole to comparators other 
than the one (letrozole plus placebo) used in the MONALEESA-2 trial, the submitter provided indirect 
treatment comparisons (ITCs) to palbociclib plus letrozole, tamoxifen, and chemotherapy. pERC agreed 
with the CGP that given the limitations in the data and the methods used in the submitted ITCs, the lack 
of head-to-head randomized controlled trials (RCTs), and the lack of long-term data for OS, the 
comparative effectiveness and safety of ribociclib plus letrozole versus comparators other than letrozole 
monotherapy are highly uncertain. The Committee agreed with the EGP that the ITC outcomes were 
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subject to a high level of uncertainty and that, therefore, those estimates could not be used to inform 
credible ICER estimates. 

pERC noted that, in the absence of more robust evidence, the choice between ribociclib plus letrozole 
and palbociclib plus letrozole will likely depend upon relative overall cost, treatment availability, patient 
values and preferences, and clinical factors such as tolerability to AEs. pERC also discussed that a 
comparison of ICER estimates used in this and the previous palbociclib plus letrozole recommendation, 
which was issued by pERC in 2016, would likely be biased due to differences in the model inputs, model 
structures, assumptions, and methods used. pERC emphasized that the patient populations used to inform 
the majority of the model inputs in this submission and the palbociclib plus letrozole recommendation 
came from different trials (MONALEESA-2 for ribociclib plus letrozole; PALOMA-2 for palbociclib plus 
letrozole) and that a cross-economic model comparison of ICER estimates would likely be confounded by 
unadjusted clinical and methodological differences in the trials. However, pERC felt that given similar 
efficacy and costing of these two regimens it is likely that the cost effectiveness in the real world would 
be fairly similar between ribociclib-letrozole and palbociclib–letrozole.     

pERC considered the feasibility of implementing a reimbursement recommendation for ribociclib plus 
letrozole for the treatment of post-menopausal women with HR-positive, HER2-negative advanced or 
metastatic breast cancer, as an initial endocrine-based therapy. pERC identified the high cost of 
ribociclib, the large eligible patient population, and additional health care resources required for 
monitoring and managing toxicities associated with the combination therapy as being key challenges. 
pERC noted that ribociclib, a high-cost drug, is to be added to existing therapy (e.g., letrozole), and 
overall treatment costs could be expected to increase if it were reimbursed. pERC noted that the 
submitted budget impact assumes that the majority of the market share for ribociclib plus letrozole will 
come from palbociclib plus letrozole, which according to the CGP seems unlikely, as currently palbociclib 
plus letrozole is not publicly reimbursed in a number of provinces. Therefore, pERC noted that the 
predicted market share for ribociclib plus letrozole is likely underestimated. In addition, the number of 
eligible patients would likely be larger, as there would exist a short-term, time-limited need to offer 
ribociclib plus letrozole to patients currently receiving letrozole monotherapy for the treatment of post-
menopausal women with HR-positive, HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer. pERC had 
significant concerns about the capacity of jurisdictions to implement ribociclib in combination with 
letrozole given the potentially large number of eligible patients and the resources (e.g., clinic visits, 
blood work, ECGs, and nursing and pharmacy time) required to monitor and manage toxicities while on 
the combination therapy. Additionally, the Committee noted that drug wastage associated with dose 
modifications had not been accounted for in the submitted budget impact. pERC noted that patients may 
not receive the full protocol dose of ribociclib due to dose reductions such as those reported in the 
MONALEESA-2 trial. pERC considered that each patient would be dispensed a given number of tablets each 
month and that some wastage would occur, as it is unlikely that tablets not taken due to dose reductions 
would be taken into consideration when the patient’s next dispensation of medication occurs. The 
Committee agreed that the submitted budget impact is substantially underestimated and concluded that 
a significant reduction in the price of ribociclib would be required to decrease the budget impact. In 
addition, jurisdictions will need to consider the significant impacts on available resources, including 
clinician, nursing, and pharmacy staff, when considering the feasibility of adoption. 

pERC discussed the Provincial Advisory Group’s (PAG’s) request for guidance on a number of clinical 
scenarios to assist with implementation.  

 Input from the PAG indicated that various aromatase inhibitors are available for the initial 
treatment of HR-positive, HER2–negative metastatic breast cancer, including anastrozole, 
letrozole, and exemestane. pERC agreed that ribociclib should be used in combination with 
letrozole based on the available RCT evidence. However, the Committee felt that, in patients 
with intolerance to letrozole, it would be reasonable to use another aromatase inhibitor in 
combination with ribociclib if no disease progression had occurred during letrozole plus 
ribociclib. 

 pERC noted that the MONALEESA-2 trial excluded the following patient subgroups: (1) patients 
who relapsed more than 12 months after completion of prior (neo)adjuvant treatment with any 
nonsteroidal aromatase inhibitor, (2) patients with active or uncontrolled metastases to the 
central nervous system, and (3) perimenopausal or premenopausal women who had chemically 
induced menopause. pERC noted that there was insufficient evidence presented to make an 
informed recommendation on the use of ribociclib plus letrozole in these three patient 
subgroups.  
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 pERC noted that generalizing the MONALEESA-2 trial results to male patients might be reasonable 
but as males were not included in the trial, direct evidence is lacking at this time. It is unlikely 
that there will be trials specifically designed for this small group of patients and there is no 
biological rationale to assume that outcomes of ribociclib plus letrozole therapy would be 
different between male and female patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative advanced or 
metastatic breast cancer. 

 pERC noted that as an oral drug, ribociclib can be delivered to patients more easily than 
intravenous therapy in both rural and urban settings. However, pERC noted patient input 
indicating that in provinces where oral and intravenous cancer drugs have different mechanisms 
of reimbursement, accessibility to oral treatments can be limited and associated with co-
payments and deductibles. 

 pERC discussed the sequencing of treatments in HR-positive, HER2–negative advanced or 
metastatic breast cancer. Specifically, the Committee was unable to draw conclusions on the 
optimal sequencing of ribociclib plus letrozole with everolimus plus exemestane, as there is no 
evidence to date to inform this clinical situation. pERC agreed that, upon implementation of 
reimbursement of ribociclib plus letrozole, provinces should collaborate to develop national 
evidence-based clinical practice guidelines to inform this clinical situation. 

 pERC noted that at the time of implementing a funding recommendation for ribociclib plus 
letrozole, jurisdictions may consider addressing the short-term, time-limited need to offer 
ribociclib plus letrozole to patients who are not resistant to (neo)adjuvant nonsteroidal 
aromatase inhibitor therapy and who recently started letrozole monotherapy for the treatment 
of post-menopausal women with HR-positive, HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast 
cancer, as an initial endocrine-based therapy. 
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EVIDENCE IN BRIEF 

 
The CADTH pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review (pCODR) Expert Review Committee (pERC) deliberated 
upon: 

 a pCODR systematic review 

 other literature in the Clinical Guidance Report that provided clinical context 

 an evaluation of the manufacturer’s economic model and budget impact analysis 

 guidance from the pCODR clinical and economic review panels 

 input from two patient advocacy groups: Rethink Breast Cancer and Canadian Breast Cancer 
Network 

 input from registered clinicians 

 input from pCODR’s Provincial Advisory Group (PAG). 
 
 

OVERALL CLINICAL BENEFIT 
 

pCODR review scope 
The objective of this review is to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of ribociclib (Kisqali) in 
combination with letrozole compared against standard endocrine therapy alone as first-line treatment in 
post-menopausal women with hormone receptor (HR)-positive and human epidermal growth factor 
receptor 2 (HER2)-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer. 

Studies included: One randomized, placebo-controlled, phase III trial 
The pCODR systematic review included one randomized, placebo-controlled, phase III trial: MONALEESA-2. 
The MONALEESA-2 trial evaluated the efficacy and safety of ribociclib in combination with letrozole 
compared with placebo plus letrozole as first-line treatment for post-menopausal women with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer.  
 
A total of 668 patients were randomized in MONALEESA-2, with 334 assigned to ribociclib plus letrozole 
and 334 to placebo plus letrozole. Patients in the experimental group were treated with oral ribociclib 
(600 mg per day on days 1 to 21 of a 28-day cycle) and letrozole (2.5 mg per day on a continuous 
schedule), and patients in the placebo group received letrozole at the same dose and schedule. All 
patients received treatment until disease progression, unacceptable toxicity, death, or discontinuation 
for any other reason. Dose reductions were permitted for ribociclib but not for letrozole (in both 
treatment groups). To manage adverse events (AEs) associated with ribociclib, the dose could be reduced 
from 600 mg to 400 mg to 200 mg per day. Patients discontinuing treatment with either ribociclib or 
placebo could continue to receive letrozole; however, no treatment crossover was permitted.  
 
The median time on treatment was comparable between the treatment groups: 13 months in the 
ribociclib plus letrozole group and 12.4 months in the placebo plus letrozole group. The median dose 
intensity was 100% for letrozole in both groups, and 100% and 87.5% for placebo and ribociclib, 
respectively. 
 
Women enrolled were post-menopausal and had HR-positive, HER2-negative, locally advanced or 
metastatic breast cancer not amenable to curative treatment, with no previous systemic therapy for their 
advanced disease, and an ECOG performance status of 0 or 1. Randomization was 1:1 and stratified 
according to the presence or absence of liver and lung metastases. 
 

Patient populations: Stage IV disease, ECOG performance status 0 to 1, median age 62 years 
MONALEESA-2 included 668 post-menopausal women with advanced or metastatic breast cancer.  
Overall, the baseline characteristics of patients were well balanced between the two treatment groups. 
Most randomized patients were treated at trial sites in Europe (44.3%) and North America (34.3%), with 
fewer patients treated in Asia (10.2%). The median age was 62 years, with 44.2% of patients aged 65 and 
older. All patients had an ECOG performance status of 0 or 1 and had HR-positive disease, and all but two 
patients (one in each treatment group) were HER2-negative (99.7%). The majority of patients were white 
(82.2%), had stage IV disease (99.4%), and had a disease-free interval of ≥ 24 months (59.4%). 
Approximately one-third (34%) of patients had de novo advanced or metastatic breast cancer. The most 
common sites of metastases were bone (any, 73.4%; only, 22%) and visceral (58.8%; lung and/or liver only, 
55.8%), and approximately one-third (34%) of patients had three or more metastatic sites. The 
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percentages of patients previously treated in the neoadjuvant or adjuvant setting with endocrine therapy 
and chemotherapy were 51.8% and 43.6%, respectively. All patients had prior surgery (including biopsy), 
and approximately half of patients (51.6%) had received prior radiotherapy.  

 
Key efficacy results: Clinically meaningful progression-free survival  
pERC deliberated on the key efficacy outcomes in the MONALEESA-2 trial.  The primary outcome of the 
trial was progression-free survival (PFS) by local investigator assessment. Secondary outcomes included 
overall survival (OS), overall response rate, clinical benefit rate, health-related quality of life (QoL), and 
safety. Duration of response was an exploratory outcome. The trial met its primary outcome and 
demonstrated a statistically significant improvement in PFS by investigator assessment in the ribociclib 
plus letrozole treatment group after a median follow-up of 15.3 months; median PFS was not reached in 
the ribociclib plus letrozole group and was 14.7 months in the placebo plus letrozole group (hazard ratio 
0.56; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.43 to 0.72; P = 3.29 × 10−6). The updated analysis of PFS, which was 
based on an additional 11 months of follow-up, showed that the PFS benefit was sustained and that 
ribociclib plus letrozole improved PFS by 9.3 months over placebo plus letrozole (hazard ratio 0.57; 95% 
CI, 0.46 to 0.70; P = 9.63 × 10−8), with median PFS of 25.3 months (95% CI, 23.0 to 30.3) in the ribociclib 
plus letrozole group and 16 months (95% CI, 13.4 to 18.2) in the placebo plus letrozole group. pERC 
agreed with the pCODR Clinical Guidance Panel (CGP) that PFS is an established and well agreed–upon 
primary end point in the setting of advanced or metastatic breast cancer. 
 
At interim and the second updated analysis, data on OS were immature. Median OS was not reached in 
the ribociclib plus letrozole group and was 33 months in the placebo plus letrozole group (hazard 
ratio 0.75; 95% CI, 0.52 to 1.08); this difference in OS between the groups still did not reach the threshold 
for statistical significance (P = 0.059). Clinical benefit rate, defined as the sum of complete and partial 
responses and stable disease for 24 weeks or more, was 79.9% and 73.1% (absolute difference of 6.8%; 
P value not reported) in the ribociclib plus letrozole group and placebo plus letrozole groups, 
respectively, at the second updated analysis. Data on duration of response, an exploratory end point of 
the trial, were reported for a subgroup of patients who had a confirmed complete or partial response. 
Median duration of response was 26.7 months (95% CI, 24.0 to not reached) in the ribociclib plus letrozole 
group and 18.6 months (95% CI, 14.8 to 23.1) in the placebo plus letrozole group. 

 
Patient-reported outcomes: QoL was maintained, no difference between treatment arms 
QoL outcomes were collected in MONALEESA-2. Patient-reported outcomes were evaluated using the 
European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) Quality of Life Questionnaire–Core 
20 (QLQ-C30), version 3.0, along with the disease-specific breast cancer module (EORTC QLQ-BR23, 
version 1.0) and the EuroQoL 5-Dimensions instrument (EQ-5D-5L, version 4.0). The addition of ribociclib 
to letrozole did not appear to lead to an improvement or a detriment in health-related QoL. QoL scores 
showed no clinically meaningful changes from baseline and no meaningful differences between treatment 
arms. There was a slight improvement in scores for patients in both treatment arms during the treatment 
phase of the trial. Assessment of mean changes from baseline demonstrated no clinically meaningful 
differences between the treatment groups in the global health status and QoL scores at any time point 
(that is, no difference met the minimal clinically important difference threshold of ≥10 points). Results of 
the linear mixed regression model analysis showed no significant effect of treatment, time, or treatment 
by time interactions on the global health status and QoL scores; the estimated mean difference in 
changes in global health status and QoL scale scores between the treatment groups was −1.5 (95% CI, −4.0 
to 1.0).  

 
Safety: Toxicities requiring substantially more health care resources for monitoring  
The safety analysis population included 334 patients in the ribociclib plus letrozole group and 330 patients 
in the placebo plus letrozole group. The majority of AEs in both treatment groups were low grade 
(grade 1 or 2).The most common AEs, of any grade, occurring more frequently in the ribociclib plus 
letrozole treatment group (versus placebo plus letrozole) included neutropenia (74.3% versus 5.2%), 
nausea (51.5% versus 28.5%), diarrhea (35% versus 22.1%), alopecia (33.2% versus 15.5%), leucopenia 
(32.9% versus 3.9%), vomiting (29.3% versus 15.5%), anemia (18.6% versus 4.5%), increased alanine 
aminotransferase (15.6% versus 3.9%), and increased aspartate aminotransferase (15% versus 3.6%). While 
AEs requiring treatment interruptions and dose reductions were higher in the ribociclib-treated group 
(versus placebo plus letrozole) — 68% (versus 13.3%) and 50.6% (versus 4.2%) — treatment discontinuation 
as a consequence was relatively rare, at 7.5% (versus 2.1%). The frequency of grade 3 or 4 AEs was higher 
in the ribociclib plus letrozole group (81.2%) compared with the placebo plus letrozole group (32.7%); the 
majority of higher grade events in the ribociclib group were attributable to neutropenia (59.3%).  
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There were 10 deaths during the treatment phase of the trial: seven (2.1%) in the ribociclib plus letrozole 
treatment group and three (0.9%) in the placebo plus letrozole group. This included a sudden death in the 
ribociclib plus letrozole group that occurred in association with grade 3 hypokalemia and a grade 2 
prolongation in the QTcF interval (QT interval corrected for heart rate according to Fridericia’s 
Formula) resulting from a prohibited concomitant medication with a known risk for QT prolongation.  
pERC noted that patients on ribociclib plus letrozole would require substantially more frequent clinic 
visits and health care resources to monitor for and treat AEs than would patients on letrozole 
monotherapy.  

 
Comparator information: Palbociclib plus letrozole and other aromatase inhibitors  
To assess the comparative efficacy and effectiveness of ribociclib plus letrozole to comparators other 
than the one (letrozole plus placebo) used in the MONALEESA-2 trial, the submitter provided an indirect 
treatment comparison (ITC) and a matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) of ribociclib plus 
letrozole and palbociclib plus letrozole and a network meta-analysis comparing ribociclib plus letrozole to 
endocrine-based therapies and chemotherapy for the first-line treatment of post-menopausal women with 
HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer. Limitations identified in the critical 
appraisal of the indirect comparisons included a substantial amount of missing data and variation of 
important baseline patient characteristics (treatment effect modifiers), a lack of adjustment for 
differences between trials in important treatment effect modifiers, and the inability to adjust for the 
influence of heterogeneity due to constraints in the structure of the evidence networks (e.g., single trial 
connections or small number of trials). pERC agreed with the CGP that given the lack of head-to-head 
randomized controlled trials (RCTs), the limitations in the ITCs, and the lack of long-term data for OS, the 
comparative effectiveness and safety of ribociclib plus letrozole versus comparators, other than letrozole 
monotherapy, is highly uncertain. pERC noted that given the lack of more robust evidence at this time, 
the choice between ribociclib plus letrozole versus palbociclib plus letrozole will likely depend upon 
relative overall cost, treatment availability, patient values and preferences, and clinical factors such as 
tolerability to AEs. However, pERC felt that given similar efficacy and costing of these two regimens it is 
likely that the cost effectiveness in the real world would be fairly similar between ribociclib-letrozole and 
palbociclib–letrozole.     
 

Need and burden of illness: Need to delay disease progression, defer toxic chemotherapy  
Breast cancer remains the most common malignancy diagnosed in Canadian women, with a projected 
26,300 new cases and 5,000 deaths in 2017. Approximately 75% of breast cancers over-express estrogen or 
progesterone hormone receptors or both. Advanced or metastatic breast cancer remains incurable and is 
treated systemically with palliative intent. Commonly used options include selective estrogen receptor 
modulators (e.g., tamoxifen), aromatase inhibitors (e.g., anastrozole, letrozole, and exemestane), 
selective estrogen receptor degraders (e.g., fulvestrant), and, less commonly, progesterone agents (e.g., 
megestrol acetate). Patients will eventually progress and will have only the option of traditional 
chemotherapies, which have substantial toxicities. pERC considered that there is a need for new and 
effective therapies that delay disease progression, defer the need for toxic chemotherapy, and afford 
additional highly valued quality time to patients.  
 

Registered clinician input: Large patient population, clinically important progression-free 
survival, more but manageable toxicities 
The Committee deliberated on input from one clinician group. pERC agreed with the clinicians providing 
input that there would be a high incidence and prevalent patient population, similar to the population 
considered by the pCODR review of palbociclib in combination with letrozole, for the treatment of 
post-menopausal women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, HER2-negative advanced breast cancer as 
initial endocrine-based therapy. Further, the clinicians noted that although ribociclib plus letrozole was 
more toxic than letrozole alone and was associated with asymptomatic neutropenia and elevated AST 
levels, ribociclib was considered to be well tolerated overall. Improving PFS was considered important, as 
it delays the time until patients require subsequent treatment with chemotherapy. According to the 
registered clinicians, premenopausal women with ovarian suppression would also be eligible for ribociclib.  
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PATIENT-BASED VALUES 
 

Values of patients with advanced or metastatic breast cancer: Disease control, reduced 
symptoms, better toxicity than chemotherapy  
pERC deliberated upon input from two patient advocacy groups and concluded that ribociclib aligns with 
patient values. From a patient’s perspective, managing a diagnosis of metastatic breast cancer is 
challenging, as current treatment options for metastatic breast cancer are effective only at prolonging 
progression-free survival; most cases of advanced disease will progress and symptoms will worsen. 
Advanced or metastatic breast cancer has a significant and debilitating impact (both physical and social) 
on patients’ quality of life. Patient input indicated that bone pain, insomnia, fatigue, muscle weakness, 
shortness of breath, nausea, and loss of appetite were the most common symptoms experienced as a 
result of breast cancer. Respondents indicated that ability to work, ability to perform household chores, 
ability to travel, and ability to pursue personal hobbies and interests were also impacted by the disease.  

Respondents reported receiving a number of treatments, such as palbociclib, letrozole, capecitabine, 
paclitaxel, fulvestrant, and exemestane, among others. Patients value having access to effective 
treatment options that control the disease, reduce disease symptoms, provide additional treatment 
choices, and will allow them to live with better QoL than if they were to receive traditional 
chemotherapy regimens with more significant toxicity profiles.  

 
Patient values on treatment: Disease control, minimal and tolerable side effects 
Respondents who have experience with ribociclib reported that the treatment helped to stabilize and 
control their disease. Respondents also commented on the ease of taking the drug orally at home and 
appreciated the reduced travel requirements for treatment with ribociclib and that the side effects were 
minimal and tolerable. 
 
 

ECONOMIC EVALUATION 
 

Economic model submitted: Cost-utility and cost-effectiveness analyses 
The pCODR Economic Guidance Panel (EGP) assessed one cost-utility analysis (clinical effects measured by 
quality-adjusted life-years gained) and one cost-effectiveness analysis (clinical effects measured by 
life-years gained) of ribociclib in combination with letrozole compared with letrozole monotherapy for the 
treatment of post-menopausal women with HR-positive, HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast 
cancer who received no prior therapy. To assess the comparative effectiveness of ribociclib plus letrozole 
to comparators other than the one (letrozole plus placebo) used in the MONALEESA-2 trial, the submitter 
provided ITCs to palbociclib plus letrozole, tamoxifen, and chemotherapy. 

 
Basis of the economic model: Clinical and economic inputs 
The key clinical outcomes considered in the cost-utility analysis were PFS and OS and utilities. 
Non-comparative data were used to inform the comparison of ribociclib plus letrozole against palbociclib 
plus letrozole, tamoxifen, and chemotherapy.  
 
Costs considered in the analyses included drug acquisition, monitoring/management, AEs, subsequent 
therapy, and terminal care.  

 
Drug costs: Treatment cost of ribociclib and comparators 

Ribociclib costs $99.20 per 200 mg tablet. At the recommended dose of 600 mg daily for 21 days, 7 days 
off, ribociclib costs $223.21 per day and $6,249.99 per 28-day cycle. 
 
Letrozole costs $1.37 per 2.5 mg tablet. At the recommended dose of 2.5 mg daily throughout the 28-day 
cycle, letrozole costs $1.37 per day and $38.58 per 28-day cycle. 
 
Palbociclib costs $297.62 per 125 mg tablet. At the recommended dose of 125 mg daily for 21 days, 7 days 
off, palbociclib costs $223.22 per day and $6,250.02 per 28-day cycle. 
 
Tamoxifen costs $0.35 per 20 mg tablet. At the recommended dose of 20 mg daily throughout the 28-day 
cycle, tamoxifen costs $0.35 per day and $9.80 per 28-day cycle. 
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Ribociclib plus letrozole treatment should continue until unacceptable toxicity or disease progression. The 
median time on treatment in the MONALEESA-2 trial was comparable between the treatment groups: 13 
months in the ribociclib plus letrozole group and 12.4 months in the placebo plus letrozole group. 
 

Cost-effectiveness estimates: Not cost-effective at submitted price 
pERC deliberated upon the cost-effectiveness of ribociclib plus letrozole and concluded that it is not 
cost-effective when compared with letrozole monotherapy in post-menopausal women with HR-positive, 
HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer, as an initial endocrine-based therapy. pERC noted 
that in the submitted base case, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was lower than the 
pCODR EGP’s lower bound and upper bound ICER. The factors that most influence cost include the choice 
of comparator (letrozole monotherapy versus palbociclib plus letrozole), the parametric function for OS, 
and the dose intensity of ribociclib. The factors that most influence effectiveness include the choice of 
comparator, the parametric function for OS, and the duration of treatment effect. The EGP made the 
following changes to the model to address some of its limitations: 

 Removing the post-progression incremental survival benefit of ribociclib plus letrozole: The 
model assumed that survival gains in the pre-progression state translated into the post-
progression state. However, due to the immaturity of the OS data and the CGP’s opinion that 
there is no biologic plausibility of benefit beyond progression, the projected OS gain is associated 
with uncertainty. To remove this uncertainty, the EGP set the treatment effect equal to 1.  

 Using lower utility values in the post-progression state: The CGP indicated that the utilities 
observed in the MONALEESA-2 trial seemed high. To explore lower utility values in the 
post-progression period, the EGP elected to use literature-based utilities in the upper bound of 
the reanalysis.  

Additionally, the Committee discussed the fact that the costs of monitoring and managing toxicities 
associated with the combination therapy are likely underestimated in the economic model and would be 
substantially higher. Overall, pERC agreed with the EGP’s reanalyses and the limitations identified in the 
submitted economic model. pERC therefore accepted the EGP’s estimates of the ICERs. pERC concluded 
that ribociclib plus letrozole was not cost-effective at the submitted price compared with letrozole 
monotherapy. 

pERC agreed with the EGP’s approach to not provide reanalysis estimates for the comparison of ribociclib 
plus letrozole versus palbociclib plus letrozole, tamoxifen, and chemotherapy, given limitations in the 
submitted ITCs. pERC agreed with the CGP that given the lack of head-to-head RCTs, the limitations in 
the ITCs, and the lack of long-term data for OS, the comparative effectiveness and safety of ribociclib 
plus letrozole versus comparators, other than letrozole monotherapy, is highly uncertain.  
  
pERC further deliberated on the difference between the economic analyses and cost effectiveness of 
ribociclib plus letrozole and palbociclib plus letrozole and although it is difficult to compare across trials 
and different economic analyses, felt that, given similar effects observed in the respective trials and 
comparable drug acquisition costs, a substantial difference in the cost-effectiveness of those two 
therapies would be unlikely.   
 
 

ADOPTION FEASIBILITY 
 

Considerations for implementation and budget impact: Large population, high drug cost, 
and substantial additional resources for monitoring and managing toxicities 
pERC considered the feasibility of implementing a reimbursement recommendation for ribociclib plus 
letrozole for the treatment of post-menopausal women with HR-positive, HER2-negative advanced or 
metastatic breast cancer, as an initial endocrine-based therapy. pERC identified the high cost of 
ribociclib, the large eligible patient population, and additional health care resources required for 
monitoring and managing toxicities associated with the combination therapy as being key challenges. 
pERC noted that ribociclib, a high-cost drug, is to be added to existing therapy, and overall treatment 
costs could be expected to increase if it were reimbursed. pERC noted that the submitted budget impact 
assumes that the majority of the market share for ribociclib plus letrozole will come from palbociclib plus 
letrozole, which according to the CGP seems unlikely, as currently palbociclib plus letrozole is not 
publicly reimbursed in a number of provinces. Therefore, pERC noted that the predicted market share for 
ribociclib plus letrozole is likely underestimated. In addition, the number of eligible patients would likely 
be larger as there would exist a short-term, time-limited need to offer ribociclib plus letrozole to patients 
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currently receiving letrozole monotherapy for the treatment of post-menopausal women with HR-positive, 
HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer. pERC had significant concerns about the capacity of 
jurisdictions to implement ribociclib in combination with letrozole given the potentially large number of 
eligible patients and resources (i.e., clinic visits, blood work, electrocardiograms (ECGs), and nursing and 
pharmacy time) required to monitor and manage toxicities while on the combination therapy. 
Additionally, the Committee noted that drug wastage associated with dose modifications had not been 
accounted for in the submitted budget impact. pERC noted that ribociclib is delivered in packages of 
200 mg tablets, which may reduce but not eliminate wastage occurring at dose adjustments or dose 
discontinuations. The Committee agreed that the submitted budget impact is substantially 
underestimated and concluded that a significant reduction in the price of ribociclib would be required to 
decrease the budget impact. In addition, jurisdictions will need to consider the significant impacts on 
available resources, clinic space, clinician, nursing, and pharmacy staff, when considering the feasibility 
of adoption. 

pERC discussed the PAG’s request for guidance on a number of clinical scenarios to assist with 
implementation.  

 Input from the PAG indicated that various aromatase inhibitors are available for the initial 
treatment of HR-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer, including anastrozole, 
letrozole, and exemestane. pERC agreed that ribociclib should be used in combination with 
letrozole based on the available RCT evidence. However, the Committee felt that, in patients 
with intolerance to letrozole, it would be reasonable to use another aromatase inhibitor in 
combination with ribociclib if no disease progression had occurred during letrozole plus 
ribociclib. 

 pERC noted that the MONALEESA-2 trial excluded the following patient subgroups: (1) patients 
who relapsed more than 12 months after completion of prior (neo)adjuvant treatment with any 
nonsteroidal aromatase inhibitor, (2) patients with active or uncontrolled metastases to the 
central nervous system, and (3) perimenopausal or premenopausal women who had chemically 
induced menopause. pERC noted that there was insufficient evidence presented to make an 
informed recommendation on the use of ribociclib plus letrozole in these three patient 
subgroups.  

 pERC noted that generalizing the MONALEESA-2 trial results to male patients might be  
reasonable but as males were not included in the trial, direct evidence is lacking at this time. It 
is unlikely that there will be trials specifically designed for this small group of patients and there 
is no biological rationale to assume that outcomes of ribociclib plus letrozole therapy would be 
different between male and female patients with HR-positive, HER2-negative advanced or 
metastatic breast cancer. 

 pERC noted that as an oral drug, ribociclib can be delivered to patients more easily than 
intravenous therapy in both rural and urban settings. However, pERC noted patient input 
indicating that in provinces where oral and intravenous cancer drugs have different mechanisms 
of reimbursement, accessibility to oral treatments can be limited and associated with co-
payments and deductibles. 

 pERC discussed the sequencing of treatments in HR-positive, HER2–negative advanced or 
metastatic breast cancer. Specifically, the Committee was unable to draw any conclusions on the 
optimal sequencing of ribociclib plus letrozole with everolimus plus exemestane, as there is no 
evidence to date to inform this clinical situation. pERC agreed that, upon implementation of 
reimbursement of ribociclib plus letrozole, provinces should collaborate to develop national 
evidence-based clinical practice guidelines to inform this clinical situation. 

 pERC noted that at the time of implementing a funding recommendation for ribociclib plus 
letrozole, jurisdictions may consider addressing the short-term, time-limited need to offer 
ribociclib plus letrozole to patients who are not resistant to (neo)adjuvant aromatase inhibitor 
therapy and who recently started letrozole monotherapy for the treatment of post-menopausal 
women with HR-positive, HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer, as an initial 
endocrine-based therapy. 
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Dr. Catherine Moltzan chaired the meeting in her capacity as Vice-Chair of pERC. All members 
participated in deliberations and voting on the Initial Recommendation, except: 

 Dr. Craig Earle and Dr. Kelvin Chan, who were not present at the meeting  

 Dr. Maureen Trudeau, who was excluded from chairing and voting due to a conflict of interest 

 Dr. Anil Abraham Joy, who was excluded from deliberations and voting due to a conflict of 
interest 

 Carole McMahon, who was excluded from voting due to a conflict of interest 

 
Avoidance of conflicts of interest  
All members of the pCODR Expert Review Committee must comply with the pCODR Conflict of Interest 
Guidelines; individual conflict of interest statements for each member are posted on the pCODR website, 
and pERC members have an obligation to disclose conflicts on an ongoing basis. For the review of 
ribociclib for advanced or metastatic breast cancer, through their declarations, three members had a 
real, potential, or perceived conflict and, based on application of the pCODR Conflict of Interest 
Guidelines, three of these members were excluded from voting.  

 

Information sources used 
pERC is provided with a pCODR Clinical Guidance Report and a pCODR Economic Guidance Report, which 
include a summary of patient advocacy group and Provincial Advisory Group input, as well as original 
patient advocacy group input submissions, to inform its deliberations. pCODR guidance reports are 
developed following the pCODR review process and are posted on the pCODR website. Please refer to the 
pCODR guidance reports for more detail on their content. 

 
Consulting publicly disclosed information 
pCODR considers it essential that pERC recommendations be based on information that may be publicly 
disclosed. All information provided to the pCODR Expert Review Committee for its deliberations was 
handled in accordance with the pCODR Disclosure of Information Guidelines. There was no 
non-disclosable information in this Recommendation document. 

 

Use of This Recommendation 
This Recommendation from pERC is not intended as a substitute for professional advice, but rather to 
help Canadian health systems leaders and policy-makers make well-informed decisions and improve the 
quality of health care services. While patients and others may use this Recommendation, it is for 
informational and educational purposes only and should not be used as a substitute for the application of 
clinical judgment respecting the care of a particular patient, for professional judgment in any decision-
making process, or for professional medical advice. 

 
Disclaimer 
pCODR does not assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness 
of any information, drugs, therapies, treatments, products, processes, or services disclosed. The 
information is provided "as is" and you are urged to verify it for yourself and consult with medical experts 
before you rely on it. You shall not hold pCODR responsible for how you use any information provided in 
this report. This document is composed of interpretation, analysis, and opinion on the basis of 
information provided by pharmaceutical manufacturers, tumour groups, and other sources. pCODR is not 
responsible for the use of such interpretation, analysis, and opinion. Pursuant to the foundational 
documents of pCODR, any findings provided by pCODR are not binding on any organizations, including 
funding bodies. pCODR hereby disclaims any and all liability for the use of any reports generated by 
pCODR (for greater certainty, "use" includes but is not limited to a decision by a funding body or other 
organization to follow or ignore any interpretation, analysis, or opinion provided in a pCODR document). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






